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Abstract 

This work addresses the important link between the microstructure of a membrane and its 

filtration performance.  2D computational fluid and particle drag mechanics are combined with 

particle and membrane force measurements in aqueous solutions containing inorganic ions to 

study particle intrusion and capture in microporous commercial polymer and computer-generated 

teardrop membranes.  Fits of the DLVO theory to force-distance profiles obtained membrane 

surface potentials needed for the computations.  In silico predictions of particle intrusion for a 

commercial membrane qualitatively agree with experimental filtration measurements using 

scanning electron microscopy with particle tracking via energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy.  

Highlighting the poor flow field, several dominant inhomogeneous 2D flow conduits with large 

unused regions of the internal pore structure are discovered.  To guide improved design, new 

computer-generated microporous teardrop structures that can equalize the flow field, adjust the 

tortuosity of the flow path and vary the reactivity of the surface were tested in silico.  The main 

assumptions of the computational model were that 2D flows are a valid description of 3D flows, 

all forces were applied at the particle center of mass, forces were calculated based on the 

physical diameter of the spherical particles.  Relatively large pores (~ 5 micron) and large 

particles (~1 micron) were selected for easy detection and analysis.  However, the computational 

fluid and particle flow analysis and the inter-surface forces scale independently with size and 

should apply at all classical dimensions (i.e. for nano, ultra and microfiltration).  Assumptions 

for the intermolecular force measurements were that electrostatic and van der Waal’s forces 

dominated and hence that the DLVO theory was valid and that the zeta potential values were 

close to those at the wall (i.e. surface potential).  In particular the DLVO was applied to ideal 

geometries: a sphere (i.e. AFM probe) near to a flat surface (i.e. either a silica wafer or a hot 
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pressed PES membrane).  To our knowledge, this is the first attempt combining particle drag 

mechanics with intermolecular force measurements to help explain particle dynamics in 

synthetic membranes.  This computational fluid mechanics-based tool can be used to 

characterize membranes for separation performance and guide improved design, synthesis and 

testing of new microporous membranes.   

1. Introduction 

An important and mostly unstudied aspect of porous materials is the link between the 

microstructure and performance.  As an example, we link here the microstructure of synthetic 

commercial and computer-generated microporous membranes with particle filtration 

performance with the development of an analytical tool.   

Porous polymer materials are important in catalysis and in molecular separations such as 

synthetic membrane filtration and chromatography.  These materials are characterized by their 

microstructure such as pore size distribution (PSD), pore connectivity between pores and surface 

reactivity.  Porous polymer materials are traditionally synthesized through empirical 

optimization of a phase inversion process [1-3].  Pore formation occurs when a polymer solution 

undergoes a precipitation process involving temporal and local fluctuations in conditions that 

lead to a distribution of morphologies and the resultant PSD, in combination with surface 

chemistry controls the efficiency, selectivity, and capacity for membrane filtration and 

chromatography [4, 5].  In the current state-of-the-art, a desired PSD is targeted through 

qualitative correlations of parameters in a ternary phase diagram with the process parameters of a 

membrane production line [6, 7].  This approach is plagued by numerous deficiencies, including 

a lack of mechanistic understanding of pore formation during the phase inversion process, an 
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absence of guidelines to select solvent and non-solvent, and the impact of process specific 

variance on the final outcome.  Such empirical optimization of porous polymer materials is 

costly and time-consuming.  

Tracking particles inside porous media is of interest in depth filtration [8], chromatography 

[9], water treatment [10], secondary and tertiary oil recovery [11] and natural filtration of 

microorganisms in subsurface aquifers [12].  Extensive modeling of fluid-particle transport in 

these materials has been reported and includes estimates, but not measurements, of wall and 

particle interactions [13-15].  Also, most reports use well-defined geometric models for the 

adsorptive media like spheres, cylinders, fibers, square pillars and constricted tubes rather than 

actual microporous polymer structures.  Several groups have published theoretical analyses for 

filter media comprising uniform or mixed fibers in which the porosity decreases with flow 

direction [16-18], and for particle drag above a membrane toward pores at the top face [19-22].  

Nazam-Bokaee et al. (2018) [23] compared the capture of gold nanoparticles for a series of 

commercial virus filters without consideration of transport, fluid mechanics or surface forces.  

The need to validate theoretical models with experiments and the lack of information of particle 

and medium interactions within the porous media, are major challenges.  

A reverse approach to the phase inversion process, taken here, is to characterize known 

commercial and proposed computer-generated porous polymer material structures using our 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tool according to performance criteria, i.e. maximize or 

minimize particle capture.  The results are then used to guide the synthesis of the most attractive 

morphological designs.  An example with teardrop structures is presented.  The tool incorporates 

2D computational fluid and particle drag mechanics with particle and membrane force 

measurements in ionic solutions, modeled by the DLVO theory, to describe particle intrusion and 
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capture in microporous membranes.  We show that the predictions of this in silico 2D approach 

qualitatively agree with experimental measurements for a commercial membrane with poor flow 

distribution, and that a series of computer-generated microporous teardrop membranes exhibited 

even axial flow across the lateral exit axis, the effects of tortuosity and surface attraction on 

particle capture, and lower mean particle residence times than those with a commercial 

microporous filtration membrane.  Although the fluid/particle flow analysis is similar to that for 

depth filtration in which particles are captured on inorganic media [8], we are mainly concerned 

with thin polymeric media that change the intermolecular forces between particles and surfaces 

and have relatively short path lengths.   

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Materials 

The microporous membranes used in this study were hydrophilic poly(ether sulfone) (PES) 5 

µm mean pore size membrane (Supor® 5000, Pall Corporation, Port Washington, NY).  The 

monodispersed silica (SiO2) particles SILOCYMTM were 5% w/w in water with a diameter of 1 

µm (Nanocym, Scottsdale, AZ).  A SiO2 wafer was used for the force measurements.  Ultra-pure 

water (resistivity ~ 18 MΩ) was used for all the experimental work (Milli Q, MilliporeSigma, 

Burlington, MA). 

2.2. Experimental methods 

2.2.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM (VERSA 3D, FEI, ThermoFisher Scientific, Hillsboro, Oregon) was used to analyze the 

morphology of the top and bottom faces and the cross-section (edge) of the commercial 

microporous structure of the PES membranes.  To facilitate imaging of the membrane and reduce 
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beam-induced damage, a beam accelerating voltage of 5 kV was used throughout this work and 

the non-conductive membranes were sputter coated using an Au/Pd alloy.  The SEM is capable 

of recording images with up to 4,000 pixels in the axial (flow) direction, meaning that our 

images typically contain nearly 30 pixels per micron across the entire membrane cross-section 

(130 µm thickness), and thus the particles were identifiable from images of the entire membrane.  

However, the membrane also has 1 µm in diameter round nodules, which made discriminating 

between particles and membrane more complex.  Unfortunately, the membrane and the particles 

are also similar in atomic weight, suggesting that discrimination through backscatter electrons 

(BSEs) was also not practical, with most of the BSE signal variation coming from sample 

geometry rather than atomic number.  However, the particles are made of SiO2, and while the 

membrane contains oxygen, it does not contain silicon.  Thus, the SiO2 particles were 

discriminated from the PES nodules using characteristic X-rays using Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy.  Additional technical details on the SEM are provided in the Supplementary 

Information (SI) (Text S1). 

2.2.2. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS)/SEM 

EDS (AztecOne, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) maps were generated to distinguish the 

position of SiO2 particles from membrane nodules, since the silicon characteristic X-ray peak did 

not overlap significantly with the X-ray peaks of the PES membrane or the Au/Pd coating.  The 

EDS maps were produced with the entire thickness of the membrane in view (130 µm thickness) 

and contained around 2,000 pixels in the axial (flow) direction, which corresponded to about 15 

pixels per micron across the entirety of the membrane.  As the beam was scanned across the 

sample, individual spectra were generated for each pixel.  The spectra consist of characteristic X-

ray peaks overlaid on top of the background X-ray radiation (called braking radiation).  The 
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software (Oxford Instruments NanoAnalysis, Inc, Concord, MA) then provides a pixel by pixel 

determination of the presence of Si atoms by comparing the X-ray background to the Si peak.  

Stochastic variations in the background X-ray intensity can lead to false positives, but the result 

is sufficient for distinguishing particles from the PES membrane.  Since the penetration depth of 

the particles into the membrane was of interest, the Si elemental maps were integrated 

orthogonally to the flow direction of the membrane.  Each point in the integration provides an 

estimate of the area of the membrane covered by particles for each line of the Si elemental map 

along the direction orthogonal to the flow direction.  These integrations were then binned, 

reducing the resolution along the flow direction, but also reducing the noise in the data.  

Additional technical details on the SEM/EDS are provided in the SI. 

2.2.3. Serial Block Face (SBF)/SEM 

Teneo Volume Scope SEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) equipped with a 

SBF/SEM set-up was used for sequential imaging of the membranes in cross section.  An in situ 

ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) inside the SEM chamber and a solid-

state directional backscatter detector attached to the pole piece allow for the sequential sectioning 

and imaging of the resin embedded membrane block-face.  In order to increase the backscatter 

signals, membranes were stained with osmium tetroxide for 2 hours.  They were then embedded 

in an epoxy resin and cured in oven at 70°C overnight.  The samples embedded in resin were fixed 

to an aluminum stub with epoxy glue.  The block was trimmed with an ultramicrotome into a cubic 

shape.  To reduce charging during imaging, the lateral sides of the block face were coated with 

colloidal silver glue and the block face was sputter-coated with 10 nm platinum/palladium.  The 

serial block face images were acquired in an automated mode and in low vacuum mode under the 
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following conditions: Accelerating voltage 3 kV, beam current 100 pAmp, resolution 1,012 x 884, 

pixel size 195 nm, slice thickness 100 nm, and chamber pressure 40 Pa.  

2.2.4. Atomic Force Microscopy in Force Mode (AFM-FM) 

All force measurements were performed using an MFP-3DTM atomic force microscope 

(Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA) and the collected data were analyzed using IGOR Pro 6 

(WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR).  The membranes and silica wafers were scanned in 

force mapping mode using silicon nitride cantilevers carrying a 1 μm silica sphere, and nominal 

spring constants of 20 or 60 pN/nm (Novascan, Ames, IA).  The cantilevers were calibrated 

before each experiment.  A force map data set consisted of an array of 400 (20 x 20) force 

measurements, scanning in contact mode an area of 20 x 20 μm2, with each pixel point spanning 

an approximate width of 1 μm in both X and Y directions.  Different parameters were varied: (i) 

The trigger force was 0.2-0.5-1 nN; (ii) the scanning speed was 0.5-1-2 μm/s; (iii) the samples 

were immersed in H2O or 1-10-100 mM KCl in H2O.  All measurements were performed at 

22°C.  

2.2.5. Zeta potential measurements 

Membrane surface zeta potential was determined from the measured streaming potential 

and/or streaming current using a commercial electrokinetic analyzer (SurPASSTM 3, Anton Paar 

GmbH, Austria).  Two 20 x 10 mm2 hot pressed or as received membrane samples were fixed on 

the rectangular planar sample holders of the SurPASS adjustable gap cell using double-sided 

adhesive tape.  Before each measurement, the samples were rinsed 5 times with the working 

electrolyte solution.  Four measurements were collected for each operating condition.  All 

measurements were performed at 22°C, the gap distance was kept constant and equal to ~100 µm 

unless specified, the electrolyte solution was 1 mM KCl in H2O, pH ~6.5.   
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2.2.6. Hot Press 

Each PES membrane sample was cut into 2 x 2 cm2 squares and sandwiched between two 

kapton films (polyimide, DuPont).  Stainless steel plates and Carver Press (Model 3912, Wabash, 

IN) were equilibrated at the desired temperature for at least 15 min.  Then each membrane was 

pressed under 2 ton load for 5 min at 150°C, 200°C and 250°C (Fig. S1). 

2.2.7. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) 

ATR-FTIR (Nicolet iS5, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) was used to detect the 

structure of PES membranes.  FTIR spectra were obtained at a 0.48 cm-1 data spacing, and 16 

scans were performed per sample in the wavenumber range of 400 – 4,000 cm-1.  A quadratic 

function was fitted to each spectrum and subtracted to perform baseline correction. 

2.2.8. Membrane filtration with particles 

Filtration experiments with 1 µm silica particles were performed using a stirred cell 

(Amicon® Stirred Cell Model 8010, MilliporeSigma, Burlington, MA).  Membrane coupons 

were cut to fit the cells.  A 10 mL particle solution was prepared by diluting the 5% w/w stock 

particle solution in the working buffer (e.g., H2O or 1-10-100 mM KCl in H2O) 1,000-fold and 

sonicated 2 minutes in a water bath sonicator (Model 1510, Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury, CT), 

to disperse the particles.  Gentle magnetic stirring was included to minimize concentration 

polarization.  Filtration was performed at 14 kPa (~2 psi), using pressurized N2 (Airgas, Radnor, 

PA). 

2.3. Computational method 

A finite element model was developed to track the paths of particles through the commercial 

PES membranes and to simulate the interactions of the particles with one another and with the 
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membrane surface.  For the commercial PES membranes, the domain geometry was derived 

from their SEM micrographs.  Additionally, computer-generated membrane structures were 

developed with teardrop designs with a spacing between features equivalent to the average pore 

size of the Supor® 5000 membrane.  AutoCAD software (Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, CA) was 

used to trace images from SEM images and separate the solid membrane regions from the open 

pore space.  The pore space was then filled with water containing a 1:1 binary salt, like KCl, in 

concentrations ranging from 1-100 mM.  The model coupled hydrodynamics with electrostatics 

[-65 mV (from zeta-potential and AFM measurements) and estimated -80 mV wall potential], 

van der Waals interactions [from DLVO theory and AFM measurements] and dilute species 

transport to describe the flow field, the electric field and the distribution of ions in the domain 

(Figs. S2-S3).  Particles with a given number of elementary charges [z = 100] were periodically 

introduced into the flow field outside the top face of the membrane and subjected to 

hydrodynamic, electrostatic and van der Waals forces.  The particle center of mass, where all 

forces were applied, was tracked by the software.  Forces were calculated based on the physical 

diameter of the spherical particles (Text S2). 

The flow field was simulated as pressure driven flow with a very low pressure drop of 50 Pa 

(Fig. S4) and a realistic pressure drop of 14 kPa (~2 psi) derived from the membrane filtration 

experiments.  A slip condition was used on the overall domain sidewalls, since the SEM image 

represented only a small slice of the total membrane.  The electric field within the pore space of 

the membrane was calculated by specifying zero charge boundary conditions on the overall, 

external boundaries of the domain and using the experimental zeta potential measurements 

reported herein to set the potential on all the internal membrane surfaces.  The ion distribution 

was simulated using zero flux boundary conditions on all surfaces and setting an initial salt 
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concentration in the water with a constant salt concentration on the upper boundary leading into 

the top membrane surface.  A steady-state simulation was first performed to set the underlying 

flow, electric, and concentration fields prior to introducing the particles.  Additional details 

regarding the computational domain, number and type of elements, and element quality are given 

in the SI. 

At present, given that we had SEM slices to work from, we decided to run the simulations in 

2D.  Part of this decision was to develop the model formulation in a simpler geometry first, 

understand what forces were important in the system, determine how big the models would get 

when using a real membrane geometry, determine the minimum feature scales we needed to 

include from the membrane geometry, and determine how much time it would take to simulate 

the interactions of many individual particles with the membrane in detail.  While we could solve 

for the flow field in a 3D geometry, the real complexity in the model derived from having to 

solve not only the flow field, but also the concentration field, the electric field, and the 

interaction of the particles with the membrane surface.  In the future, we plan to turn our 

attention to deriving 3D geometries from the SEM slices and importing them into the simulation 

and working on a 3D simulation of the entire system with a volume roughly 100 microns on a 

side.    

3. Results and Discussion   

The results of measurements of intermolecular forces between particles, themselves and 

surfaces and computational fluid and drag dynamics are presented below.   

3.1. Intermolecular force measurements   
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The surface forces and energies between particle/particle and particle/PES film were 

measured in aqueous solutions using AFM-FM, with a 1 µm diameter SiO2 particle attached to a 

cantilever and a SiO2 wafer (substitute for SiO2 particle) or a hot-compressed PES membrane (to 

obviate pores and roughness), respectively (Fig. 1). 

 
 

Figure 1. Surfaces interactions measured by AFM.  Schematic of (A) the adhesion and (D) the 

electrostatic repulsive forces measured between a SiO2 particle and (B and E, respectively) a SiO2 wafer 

or (C and F, respectively) a hot-pressed PES membrane, as a function of KCl concentration (1-10-100 

mM).  (B-C) Histogram distributions of the adhesion forces (n = 400).  (B) Data sets at 1 nN (black) and 2 

nN (green) trigger force.  Median values = 56, 88 and 243 pN for 1, 10 and 100 mM KCl concentrations, 

respectively.  (C) Data set 1 nN (orange) trigger force.  Median values = 138, 333 and 375 pN for 1, 10 

and 100 mM KCl concentrations, respectively.  (E-F) Averaged force-distance profiles measured by 

approaching a SiO2 particle to the sample (n = 50).  Scan speed = 1 µm/s; trigger force = 1 nN.  Data 

(circle) including error bars, and DLVO fits (black line).  Fitting parameters were (E) [0 = -39.97 mV], 

[0 = -22.29 mV] and [0 = -9.33 mV] and (F) [0 = -59.40 mV, A = 3.110-21 J], [0 = -28.15 mV, A ~ 0 

J], and [0 = -17.25 mV, A ~ 0 J] for 1, 10 and 100 mM, respectively. 
 

The adhesion forces, i.e. jump-out force on pull-out, Fig. 1A, increased with increasing KCl 

concentration for both SiO2 particle/ SiO2 wafer (Fig. 1B) and SiO2 particle/PES membrane (Fig. 

1C), while it was independent of trigger force (Fig. 1B).  The median adhesion forces between 
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SiO2 particle/PES membrane at 100 mM KCl were ~136 pN greater than that between SiO2 

particle/ SiO2 wafer.  This suggests that once particles adhered to the PES (internal) surface, 

overcoming their adhesive force to dislodge these particles requires more energy than detaching 

two SiO2 particles from each other.   

The amplitude and extent of the repulsive force (i.e. positive curvature during the cantilever 

approach to the sample) (Fig. 1D) decreased with increasing KCl concentration, indicative of 

electrostatic interactions, for both SiO2 particle/ SiO2 wafer (Fig. 1E) and SiO2 particle/PES 

membrane (Fig. 1F).  Hence, the DLVO theory for a sphere near a flat surface fitted well to the 

force/SiO2 particle radius -distance curves as described in the SI [24].  In particular, for the SiO2 

particle/ SiO2 wafer case (Fig. 1E), the results showed that the force/particle radius-distance 

curves were well described by considering only the electrostatic repulsion between the two 

negative SiO2 surfaces and neglecting the van der Waals contribution.  This assumption is in 

agreement with previously reported data, showing the lack of adhesion at small separation 

between silica surfaces in aqueous electrolyte solutions: The hydroxylation of silica surfaces 

exposed to water for an extended time results in the formation of silicic acid group, carrying a 

negative charge [25, 26].  While SiO2 particle/particle interaction was neglected in the following 

computer simulations, the estimated surface potential was used to calculate the number of 

elementary charges on the SiO2 particle surface: ~ 132,000, 100,000, and 62,000 for 100, 10 and 

1 mM, respectively.  The 1 µm diameter SiO2 particles used in the subsequent simulations are 

large (on a molecular scale) and their surface charge sets up an electric field about the particle 

that is similar to the field established by the membrane surface.  We did not calculate the field 

surrounding the particles directly, however, the electrical force driving the particles toward or 

away from the membrane surface is proportional to the field strength in the liquid medium and 
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the charge on the particle.  Given that the Debye lengths are so small, significant electrostatic 

forces only exist within a region that is extremely close to the membrane surface (i.e. a few 10s 

of nanometers).  Once a particle gets in close proximity to the membrane, intermolecular forces 

begin to dominate over hydrodynamic forces allowing the particles to stick to the surface.  For 

the SiO2 particle/PES membrane case (Fig. 1F), at [KCl] = 1 mM the fitting parameters of the 

DLVO theory were: Surface potential, 0 = -59.9 mV and Hamaker constant, A = 3.110-21 J.  

This value of A is in line with other measurements and theory [24], so that it was used in our 

simulations.  However, at higher KCl concentrations, A could not be extracted from the 

repulsion curve data.   

The surface potential obtained by the DLVO theory was in good agreement with independent 

zeta potential measurements using an electro-chemical test cell.  Two methods, streaming 

potential and streaming current, gave comparable zeta potential values of -64.5  5 and -65.5  

4.3 mV, respectively, at [KCl] = 1 mM (Fig. S5).  Thus, for the computation of SiO2 

particle/PES surface interactions, -65 mV and -80 mV were selected as estimates of the 

membrane surface potential of the internal pore surface.   

3.2. Computational fluid and drag dynamics 

3.2.1. Flow, pressure and electro-potential fields 

From a SEM image of the 5 µm mean-pore-size porous membrane (Figs. S6-S7), we selected an 

area with a thickness of 130 µm from inlet to outlet (x-axis) and a width segment of 100 µm (y-

axis).  Fig. 2A shows the 2D laminar flow field through the porous structure. 
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Figure 2. Flow, pressure and electric fields inside a commercial 5 µm mean pore size porous PES 

membrane.  The observed membrane segment has a thickness of 130 µm from inlet (x-axis, left) to outlet 

(x-axis, right) and a width segment of 100 µm (y-axis).  (A) 2D laminar flow field (below) and average 

velocity (m/s) profiles across the 100 µm width at depths of 10, 50, 90 and 130 µm (yellow dashed lines) 

from the top face (left).  (B) Pressure field, where pressure drops from a maximum of 14 kPa (~2 psi) at 

the top face (left) to nearly zero at the bottom face (right).  (C) Local electric field in solution in the 

porous PES membrane.  Plot of the relative voltage potential (log (/0), where 0 =-65 mV).  Low 

voltage potential values (~ 0 mV) are red regions, while high voltage potentials are close to 0, i.e. log 

(/0 ~ 1.0)  0 and appear as blue regions. 
 

The left-hand side of the figure represents the top face of the membrane with inlet flow.  The 

figure highlights the uneven flow distribution dominated by a few major conduits that condense 

into one dominant fast velocity near the back face.  The maximum pore Reynolds number 

(Repore) for the flow was approximately: 
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𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑣𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝜐
=  

0.9 
𝑚
𝑠 ∙ 5 𝜇𝑚

9𝑥10−7 𝑚2

𝑠

=  5 (1) 

 

while the average Repore was ~20 fold smaller, based on the average velocity of 0.04 m/s.  

Only three major flow conduits are observed. These represent the paths of least resistance 

through the membrane and correspond to regions where we have the least amount of PES 

membrane material. These 2D flow highways suggest that further optimization of the internal 

morphology for flow may be required to enhance the capacity of the membrane.  

The pressure profile through the membrane is presented in Fig. 2B.  The drop is overall 

linear except for the regions within about 10 m of the entrance and exit of the membrane.  In 

those regions, flow restrictions due to surface skin layers increase the local pressure drop.  This 

behavior correlates well with the number in inlet and outlet flow channels observed in Fig. 2A. 

The relative voltage potential (log (/0), where 0 = -65 mV is the surface potential 

obtained from zeta potential measurements) in solution is presented in Fig. 2C.  The electrical 

potential drops off exponentially as one moves away from the membrane wall.  In most regions, 

the electrical potential in solution can be neglected (blue ~ 0 mV) everywhere except within 

~100 nm of the statically charged wall. 

3.2.2. Binary particle tracking 

Results of particle tracking for a binary system flowing through the commercial membrane (Fig. 

3A, Video S1) and a computer-generated teardrop (Fig. 3B, Video S2) membrane are presented. 
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Figure 3. Binary system of particle tracking for the commercial membrane and the computer-

generated teardrop membrane. (A) Commercial membrane as in Figs. S2-S3, and (B) computer-

generated teardrop membrane with orientation rotated from the axial direction of the flow of ±170º. 300 1 

μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were simultaneously introduced in the region 

directly above the top membrane surface.  The membrane wall potential was 0 = -65 mV, the number of 

elementary particle charges was z = 100 and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals forces 

(Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  The driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  Integrated 

particle fractions (of the total entering particles) are shown in red and green bars (for particles of 1 and 2 

μm diameter, respectively) as a function of depth along the membrane from inlet to exit.  5 µm bins were 

used.  Black bars are for stuck particles.  Particle rejections for (A) R= 0.53 (1 μm) and 0.49 (2 μm), and 

(B) R = 0.03 (1 μm) and 0.04 (2 μm).  Rejection was calculated from the particle fraction retained in the 

membrane at the end of the simulation time relative to the total particles entering the porous membrane.  

The images were taken after 4 ms.  For the computer-generated teardrop membrane, the simulation time 

was sufficient to complete the filtration experiment.  Hence, only “stuck” particle were present within the 

membrane and rejection was equivalent to the end value in a depth filtration experiment.  For the 

commercial membrane, however, both stuck and slow moving free particles remained in the membrane at 

the selected time for calculating rejection.   
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The choice of computer-generated structures is enormous and will depend on the desirable goals 

of capturing or passing suspended particles in or through a membrane and evenness of flow 

across the lateral exit axis.  As an example of guided design, we have selected teardrops because 

they exhibit relatively low pressure drop and sufficient surface area for binding [27] and because 

as we show below, (i) they have more uniform velocity distribution, (ii) the overall average 

velocity was nearly twice that of the commercial membrane, and (iii) particle tortuosity and 

hence movement was controlled through teardrop orientation and wall charge.  Table S1 

summarizes the geometrical parameters of the commercial and teardrop membranes. 

300 1 µm diameter and 150 2 µm diameter particles were simultaneously introduced in the 

region directly above the top membrane surface.  A membrane wall potential of 0 = -65 mV and 

a transmembrane pressure of 14 kPa (~2 psi) with van der Waals attraction to the surface were 

selected.  Their lateral (to the flow axis) positions were randomly selected, and they were given 

initial velocities and trajectories dictated by the local flow field.  The particles were then 

subjected to drag, electrical, and van der Waals forces.  When the particles approached the 

membrane to the point where van der Waals forces overcame the electrostatic and hydrodynamic 

forces, they stuck to the surface. 

The velocity profiles in the two membranes are much different.  The teardrop system was 

designed to have a more uniform velocity distribution, and that is apparent in Fig. 3.  Though the 

maximum velocity was much less than in the commercial membrane, the particles, in the 

teardrop membrane, were more easily caught up in the flow and dragged toward the outlet of the 

membrane because the overall average velocity was nearly twice that of the commercial 

membrane (0.077 vs 0.04 m/s, computed from the simulation).   

3.2.3. Tortuosity and chemical surface effects 
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To investigate the effect of tortuosity, three computer-generated teardrop membranes were 

constructed with orientations of 170º (Fig. 4A), 10º (Fig. 4B) and 45° (Fig. 4C) relative to 

the axial direction of the flow.  300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles 

were simultaneously introduced in the same solution as described in Fig. 3B.  The orientation of 

the structures clearly affected the motion of the particles through the membrane as shown by the 

particle penetration distributions associated with each image.  Particles moved more cohesively 

through the structure when the bulbous end of the teardrop was oriented towards the membrane 

inlet (Fig. 4B, Video S3 versus Fig. 4A, Video S2).  Providing a more tortuous path (Fig. 4C, 

Video S4) served to spread the particles a bit more and offered a hint at the separation between 

the large and small particles.  More particles were retained (stuck) in this design than the others 

(Fig. S8).  It is clear from Fig. 4C, that an even more tortuous path would be required for further 

particle separation. 

The results of parametric study on the effect of van der Waals forces between the particles 

and a computer-generated teardrop membrane are shown in Fig. 5, Videos S5-S8.  The 

computer-generated teardrop membrane was the same as that shown in Fig. 3B with 0 = -65 

mV and a transmembrane pressure of 14 kPa (~2 psi).  300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm 

diameter (green) particles were simultaneously introduced in the same solution as described in 

Fig. 3B.  The Hamaker constant, which ranged from 6×10-21 to 6×10-17 J, is a measure of the van 

der Waals attractive force between the particles and the membrane surface.  It depends on the 

particle diameter and the square of the distance between the particle and the wall.  The flow field 

was held constant for each run such that the study provides insight on the relative strength of 

particle-wall attractive forces on particle rejection.  Particle rejection for the two sizes of  
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Figure 4. Binary system of particle tracking in computer generated teardrop membranes.  

Membranes: Computer generated, staggered array of teardrop obstructions with three orientations rotated 

from the axial direction of the flow: (A) ±170º (B) ±10º and (C) ±45°.  300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 

μm diameter (green) particles were simultaneously introduced in the region directly above the top 

membrane surface.  The membrane wall potential was 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle 

charges was z = 100 and particle-membrane interactions included van der Waals forces (Hamaker 

constant = 610-21 J).  The driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  Integrated particle 

fractions (of the total entering particles) are shown in red and green bars (for particles of 1 and 2 μm 

diameter, respectively) as a function of depth along the membranes from inlet to exit for the three (A-C) 

cases.  5 µm bins were used.  Particles located near the entrance (left) for all three runs are stuck 

(statistics unavailable).  The images were taken after 1.02, 0.86, and 0.94 ms, respectively, just before the 

first particle permeated through the membrane.  The simulation time was 4 ms. 
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particles used here are shown in Fig. 5A.  The rejection was a strong function of the strength of 

the intermolecular forces though a relatively weak function of particle size.  Fig. 5B shows the 

average particle velocity for the slowest and fastest moving particles through the 130 μm 

membrane structure.  We define the average velocity as the membrane thickness divided by the 

particle residence time.  The fastest particle velocity was a weak function of the Hamaker 

constant.  This is expected since for this fraction of particles, hydrodynamic forces govern the 

motion of the particles and these particles occupy regions in the center of the channels forming 

the open space of the membrane.  The slowest particles, where hydrodynamic forces exert much 

less influence, are greatly affected by the presence of the membrane solid surface.  These 

particles generally adsorb onto the membrane surface.  As the intermolecular forces increase, the 

average velocity of the slower particles also increases.  This is expected as the slowest particles 

adhere to the membrane surface and are removed from the average calculation.  At large values 

of the Hamaker constant, representing strong particle-wall interactions, as more slow-moving 

particles are captured, the slowest free moving particle residence time approached that of the 

fastest moving particle (Fig. 5C). It was also observed that the velocity of the fastest moving 

particle had increased.  These results indicate a regime change where intermolecular forces begin 

to affect all particles within the channels of the synthetic membrane. The boundary delineated by 

a plot of residence time versus Hamaker constant for the slowest moving particles establishes a 

phase diagram where above the boundary, particles are captured by the membrane surfaces and 

below the boundary, particles permeate entirely through the membrane (Fig. 5C).   More work is 

needed to further develop the diagram, but it should provide insight into how to design the 

distribution of surfaces within a membrane for a given application. 
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Figure 5. Parameter analysis for varying the Hamaker constant of the membrane/particle 

interaction.  These data were measured for flow in 5 computer-generated teardrop membranes with 

orientation rotated from the axial direction of the flow of ±170º (same as in Figure 3B).  The Hamaker 

constant for the particle-membrane van der Waals interaction was increased from 610-21 to 610-17 J. 300 

1 μm diameter and 150 2 μm diameter particles were simultaneously introduced in the region directly 

above the top of each membrane surface.  The membrane wall potential was 0 = -65 mV, the number of 

elementary particle charges was z = 100.  The simulation time was 4 ms.  (A) Particle rejection for both 1 

μm diameter (red) and 2 μm diameter (green) particles, (B) average axial particle velocity, and (C) 

particle residence time for the slowest (open diamond) and fastest (black square) particle to reach the exit. 

 

3.3. Qualitative comparison between experimental data and model predictions  

The computational predictions with the commercial 5 µm mean pore size microporous 

membrane are compared qualitatively against the mean particle number results obtained from 
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microfiltration using the actual 5 µm mean pore size microporous membrane with a feed 

containing 0.005% SiO2 particle suspension (of 1 µm mean diameter) (Fig. 6).  Using SEM to 

image the porous flow region with EDS overlay of the silicon signal to specifically identify the 

SiO2 particles, SiO2 particles residing within the membrane were located and counted with 

distance from the top face to the bottom face of the membrane (orthogonal to the main flow 

direction) (Fig. 6A-C).  In Fig. 6D-E, we compare qualitatively the number of SiO2 particles 

from the filtration experiments (data is binned every 2 µm or 40 pixels along flow axis) with the 

computer-generated profile of predicted particle number as a function of membrane depth (x-

coordinate) using computational fluid mechanics, respectively.  Both sets of results show that the 

particles were held-up in the first 2-30 µm of the flow path and are qualitatively similar. 

With the eventual goal of guiding the synthesis of microporous materials such synthetic 

polymer membranes, we have built a 2D computational fluid and particle drag mechanics tool 

combined with intermolecular force measurements to study particle intrusion and capture in the 

pores of a commercial microporous polymer membrane.  Besides providing insight into particle 

capture and fluid flow within membrane pores, the 2D model qualitatively agrees with filtration 

experiments, predicts the existence of a few dominant flow paths, excessive capture of particles 

near the entrance or top face of the membrane, and larger numbers of particles in the slower 

flowing regions. These early results clearly show that the internal 2D morphological structure of 

commercial microporous membranes could be poorly designed for optimal fluid flow and 

particle capture or passage and hence selectivity and permeation flux.  Using the 2D methods 

developed here, and with the goal of improving the porous membrane design, we have tested 

three different computer-generated teardrop structures that predicted the average axial particle 

velocity and showed an even axial flow across the lateral exit axis.  The models also 
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demonstrated that when tortuosity increased, the particle transport was delayed, and when wall 

attraction increased, with higher Hamaker constants, the fraction of particle capture increased. 

 

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison between experiments and model predictions.  (A) Overlay of SEM 

image with EDS signal (illustrated in red) collected for silicon, shown at sufficient magnification to 

identify individual 1 µm SiO2 particles, within the cross section of the PES membrane, distinguished from 

the membrane nodules.  (B) SEM image of the entire membrane thickness.  (C) EDS signal collected for 

silicon across the entire membrane.  (D) Integration (orthogonal to flow) of collected EDS signal in (C), 

reflecting the concentration of silica particles as normalized by the largest peak (normalizing factor = 417 

counts).  Data is binned every 2 µm (40 pixels) along the flow axis.  (E) Computer generated profile of 

predicted particle concentration as a function of membrane depth (y-coordinate) using computational fluid 

mechanics normalized by the highest particle count (normalizing factor = 67 particles).  In (D) and (E) the 

data were normalized by the highest peak in the data set. 
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The drive to synthesize microporous polymer materials that preform more efficiently than 

those currently formed by phase inversion is being pursued by material chemists and chemical 

engineers [5].  With respect to polymer membranes, supposed reasons for their poor selectivity 

are their wide pore size distribution (often log- normal) [28], polymer and pore flexibility [29], 

and densification due to large free-volume loss also called ageing [30, 31]. To address these 

limitations, current research includes the development of homogenous zeolites (aluminosilicate) 

[32], the formation of composite mixed matrix membranes comprising zeolites [33], MOFs [34] 

or polymers of intrinsic microporosity within polymer [35, 36], and block co-polymer isoporous 

membranes [37], and cross- linked polymer membranes with post pyrolysis into carbon 

membranes [38].  Their advantages and limitations are reviewed by Belfort [5].  Most of these 

approaches, including the phase inversion process, begin with membrane synthesis followed by 

performance determination and iteration of syntheses to improve performance. Here, we propose 

a “reverse process” in which the membrane performance is first simulated and optimized in silico 

by a CFD tool and then a preferred computer-generated structure is synthesized. 

4. Conclusions  

We have investigated the behavior of both fluid and particle flow within a microporous 

commercial and a computer-generated teardrop membrane that included particle/membrane and 

particle/particle intermolecular force measurements.  The main conclusions are as follows: 

(i) The 2D in silico predictions of particle intrusion for a commercial membrane 

qualitatively agree with experimental filtration measurements.  With these results and 

confidence, we will move next to 3D in silico predictions. 
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(ii) The 2D computational fluid and particle drag mechanics with intermolecular force 

measurements discovered several dominant inhomogeneous 2D flow conduits with 

large unused regions of the internal pore structure.  This demonstrates that the empirical 

phase inversion method, that formed the microporous commercial membrane tested 

here, should either be replaced by a separate rational design process or should be 

investigated to render it rational.  

(iii) The goals for an improved internal porous structure of a microporous membrane design 

are to equalize the flow field, adjust the tortuosity of the flow path and vary the energy 

of the surface.  In this study, we proposed and tested several computer-generated 

teardrop designs in silico with different teardrop orientations and one computer-

generated teardrop design with different surface energies.  These variables affected 

particle intrusion and should be used to tweak separations between different size or 

charged particles.    

(iv) For the silica particles used here, the well-known DLVO theory of van der Waals and 

electrostatic interactions fitted the force-distance data well and enabled us to obtain 

wall potentials of the particles and the membrane in aqueous solution containing 

different ionic strengths.   

(v) Scale-down possibilities of the model to smaller length scales within a classical flow 

regime (i.e. ultrafiltration and nanofiltration) are possible. We selected large pores and 

particles for ease of detection.  However, gold nanoparticles have been previously 

detected using SEM [23], and fluorescent tags could also be used to track much smaller 

particles such as has been reported for transport in the Nuclear Pore Complex [39].    
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In the future, we plan to extend our tool to 3D with different particles and polymer 

membranes to evaluate and guide the design of tighter pore-size membranes such as for 

ultrafiltration and possibly for nanofiltration membranes.   
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Figure 1. Surfaces interactions measured by AFM.  Schematic of (A) the adhesion and (D) 

the electrostatic repulsive forces measured between a SiO2 particle and (B and E, respectively) a 

SiO2 wafer or (C and F, respectively) a hot-pressed PES membrane, as a function of KCl 

concentration (1-10-100 mM).  (B-C) Histogram distributions of the adhesion forces (n = 400).  

(B) Data sets at 1 nN (black) and 2 nN (green) trigger force.  Median values = 56, 88 and 243 pN 

for 1, 10 and 100 mM KCl concentrations, respectively.  (C) Data set 1 nN (orange) trigger 

force.  Median values = 138, 333 and 375 pN for 1, 10 and 100 mM KCl concentrations, 

respectively.  (E-F) Averaged force-distance profiles measured by approaching a SiO2 particle to 

the sample (n = 50).  Scan speed = 1 µm/s; trigger force = 1 nN.  Data (circle) including error 

bars, and DLVO fits (black line).  Fitting parameters were (E) [0 = -39.97 mV], [0 = -22.29 

mV] and [0 = -9.33 mV] and (F) [0 = -59.40 mV, A = 3.110-21 J], [0 = -28.15 mV, A ~ 0 J], 

and [0 = -17.25 mV, A ~ 0 J] for 1, 10 and 100 mM, respectively. 

 

Figure 2. Flow, pressure and electric fields inside a commercial 5 µm mean pore size 

porous PES membrane.  The observed membrane segment has a thickness of 130 µm from 

inlet (x-axis, left) to outlet (x-axis, right) and a width segment of 100 µm (y-axis).  (A) 2D 

laminar flow field (below) and average velocity (m/s) profiles across the 100 µm width at depths 

of 10, 50, 90 and 130 µm (yellow dashed lines) from the top face (left).  (B) Pressure field, 

where pressure drops from a maximum of 14 kPa (~2 psi) at the top face (left) to nearly zero at 

the bottom face (right).  (C) Local electric field in solution in the porous PES membrane.  Plot of 

the relative voltage potential (log (/0), where 0 =-65 mV).  Low voltage potential values (~ 0 

mV) are red regions, while high voltage potentials are close to 0, i.e. log (/0 ~ 1.0)  0 and 

appear as blue regions.   

 

Figure 3. Binary system of particle tracking for the commercial membrane and the 

computer-generated teardrop membrane. (A) Commercial membrane as in Figs. S6-S7, and 

(B) computer-generated teardrop membrane with orientation rotated from the axial direction of 

the flow of ±170º. 300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were 

simultaneously introduced in the region directly above the top membrane surface.  The 

membrane wall potential was 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 

100 and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals forces (Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  

The driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  Integrated particle fractions (of the 

total entering particles) are shown in red and green bars (for particles of 1 and 2 μm diameter, 

respectively) as a function of depth along the membrane from inlet to exit.  5 µm bins were used.  

Black bars are for stuck particles.  Particle rejections for (A) R= 0.53 (1 μm) and 0.49 (2 μm), 

and (B) R = 0.03 (1 μm) and 0.04 (2 μm).  Rejection was calculated from the particle fraction retained 

in the membrane at the end of the simulation time relative to the total particles entering the porous 

membrane.  The images were taken after 4 ms.  For the computer-generated teardrop membrane, the 

simulation time was sufficient to complete the filtration experiment.  Hence, only “stuck” particle were 

present within the membrane and rejection was equivalent to the end value in a depth filtration 

experiment.  For the commercial membrane, however, both stuck and slow moving free particles 

remained in the membrane at the selected time for calculating rejection.   

 

Figure 4. Binary system of particle tracking in computer generated teardrop membranes.  

Membranes: Computer generated, staggered array of teardrop obstructions with three 
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orientations rotated from the axial direction of the flow: (A) ±170º (B) ±10º and (C) ±45°.  300 1 

μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were simultaneously introduced in 

the region directly above the top membrane surface.  The membrane wall potential was 0 = -65 

mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 100 and particle-membrane interactions 

included van der Waals forces (Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  The driving pressure at the top 

face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  Integrated particle fractions (of the total entering particles) are shown 

in red and green bars (for particles of 1 and 2 μm diameter, respectively) as a function of depth 

along the membranes from inlet to exit for the three (A-C) cases.  5 µm bins were used.  Particles 

located near the entrance (left) for all three runs are stuck (statistics unavailable).  The images 

were taken after 1.02, 0.86, and 0.94 ms, respectively, just before the first particle permeated 

through the membrane.  The simulation time was 4 ms. 

 

Figure 5. Parameter analysis for varying the Hamaker constant of the membrane/particle 

interaction.  These data were measured for flow in 5 computer-generated teardrop membranes 

with orientation rotated from the axial direction of the flow of ±170º (same as in Fig. 3B).  The 

Hamaker constant for the particle-membrane van der Waals interaction was increased from 610-

21 to 610-17 J. 300 1 μm diameter and 150 2 μm diameter particles were simultaneously 

introduced in the region directly above the top of each membrane surface.  The membrane wall 

potential was 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 100.  The 

simulation time was 4 ms.  (A) Particle rejection for both 1 μm diameter (red) and 2 μm diameter 

(green) particles, (B) average axial particle velocity, and (C) particle residence time for the 

slowest (open diamond) and fastest (black square) particle to reach the exit. 

 

Figure 6. Qualitative comparison between experiments and model predictions.  (A) Overlay 

of SEM image with EDS signal (illustrated in red) collected for silicon, shown at sufficient 

magnification to identify individual 1 µm SiO2 particles, within the cross section of the PES 

membrane, distinguished from the membrane nodules.  (B) SEM image of the entire membrane 

thickness.  (C) EDS signal collected for silicon across the entire membrane.  (D) Integration 

(orthogonal to flow) of collected EDS signal in (C), reflecting the concentration of silica 

particles as normalized by the largest peak (normalizing factor = 417 counts).  Data is binned 

every 2 µm (40 pixels) along the flow axis.  (E) Computer generated profile of predicted particle 

concentration as a function of membrane depth (y-coordinate) using computational fluid 

mechanics normalized by the highest particle count (normalizing factor = 67 particles).  In (D) 

and (E) the data were normalized by the highest peak in the data set. 
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Text S1. Experimental Methods 

Text S1.1. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

SEM operates by rastering a focused beam of high energy (several keV) ‘primary electrons’ 

across the surface of the material, and measuring the signals generated by the interaction of the 

beam with the material. Low energy (several eV) ‘secondary electrons’ (SE) are generated within 

the sample, escape from the first few nanometers of the surface, and are collected using a 

charged detector called an Everhart-Thornley (ET) detector. Primary electrons which scatter 

back out of the sample are called ‘backscatter electrons’ (BSE). Most of the primary electrons 

are absorbed by the material, rather than scattering back out; however, those that do can 

contribute secondary electrons that are collected by the ET detector. Secondary electrons 

generated as the primary electrons enter the sample are termed SE1, and secondary electrons 

generated by BSEs leaving the sample are termed SE2. SE1s provide a signal with a spatial 

resolution approximately equal to the size of the focused primary electron beam (typically 

smaller than 10 nm), while SE2s provide a much lower spatial resolution (though greatly 

dependent on the material, accelerating voltage, and sample geometry). BSE resolution (and 

correspondingly SE2 resolution) typically gets worse with increasing beam energy, since the 

electrons spread out further within the sample. Since the ET detector collects the SE1 and SE2 

indiscriminately, the final signal is a complex combination of SE1 and SE2 that varies greatly as 

a function of beam energy, atomic mass of the material, and topography. For our polymer 

samples, which have relatively low atomic numbers, reducing the beam energy improved our 

ability to resolve surface topography (though very low voltages accentuate imperfections in the 

magnetic lenses, reducing resolution). A lower accelerating voltage was also used to improve the 

stability of the polymer under the beam (though the localized damage may actually be higher due 

to greater number of interactions between the beam and sample at the near surface). To balance 

these set of requirements, a beam accelerating voltage of 5 kV was used throughout this work. 

While reducing the beam current would also greatly improve the stability of a polymer sample 

under the beam, it was found that higher beam currents (on the order of 1 nA) were needed to 

obtain sufficient signal to perform spectroscopic analysis, as will be discussed below. 

SEM generally implants a net charge into the sample, and thus the sample must be 

conductive to carry this charge to ground. In non-conductive samples, an effect called ‘charging’ 

occurs, and the subsequent build-up of electrons in the material deflects further incoming 
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electrons. It is generally not possible to image under such conditions, though reducing the beam 

energy, beam current, or increasing the SEM chamber pressure (for specialized SEMs) can 

improve the imaging characteristics for non-conductive samples. Thus, non-conductive samples 

are typically coated in a conductive material (usually an inert precious metal), which is the case 

for the samples examined in this work. Here the non-conductive membranes were sputter coated 

using an alloy of Au and Pd. 

Text S1.2 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDS) 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy is a technique used for collecting and analyzing the 

characteristic X-rays that are generated from interaction between the sample and the electron 

beam. When an incident beam electron interacts with an atom, it may sometimes transfer a 

portion of its energy to the atom, such that an inner shell electron is ejected. An electron in a 

higher shell subsequently drops down to the vacant position, and in doing so releases an amount 

energy determined by the transition between the two states. This energy may either eject another 

electron (Auger electron), or a photon (in the form of an X-ray). Either of these results has a 

‘characteristic’ energy. The precise energy of transitions within an atom are unique to each 

element, meaning that elements may be identified by their characteristic X-rays, and some 

elements have multiple energy transitions (it should be noted that there is overlap of peaks 

between some elements). The silicon X-ray peak used in this work does not overlap significantly 

with the peaks of any other material used. 

The silicon X-ray peak of the SiO2 particles used in this work does not overlap significantly 

with the peaks of any other material used here. The X-rays are generated throughout most of the 

interaction volume of the beam and the material, and typically can travel through over a micron 

of material, meaning that they may come from a diameter of more than a micron around where 

the beam enters the sample. Due to the small size of the particles, some of the signal generated as 

the beam scans over the particles will come from the membrane, contributing to the background 

noise level. The incident beam must also be of sufficient energy to excite the characteristic X-

rays (typically 2-3 times the energy of the desired X-ray peak is used). The silicon characteristic 

X-ray (around 1.7 keV) is low enough energy to be excited by the 5 kV beam used in the study. 

Another contribution to the background noise is the production of ‘braking X-rays’ also called 

Bremsstrahlung [1]. These X-rays are generated as the incident electrons slow down as they 
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travel through the material. While they are present at all energies, they are more prevalent at 

lower fractions of the beam energy. 

For this work, EDS maps were generated to distinguish the position of SiO2 particles from 

membrane nodules. The EDS maps were produced with a maximum resolution of around 2000 x 

2000 pixels, which is around 15 pixels per micron across the entirety of the membrane. As the 

beam was scanned across the sample, individual spectra were generated for each pixel. The 

spectra consist of characteristic X-ray peaks overlaid on top of the background X-ray radiation. 

The Oxford software then provided a pixel by pixel determination of the presence of Si atoms by 

comparing the integrated Si peak to the X-ray background intensity. Each pixel of the EDS map 

is thus a threshold map of all the pixels whose spectra contained a sufficient count within the 

integrated Si peak to be identified as containing Si. However, the background Bremsstrahlung X-

rays can lead to some pixels which do not have any of the given element still showing a count 

above the threshold, which is a major source of the noise in the elemental maps. The signal-to-

noise ratio in the EDS signal is usually improved by increasing the beam current, but this may 

have deleterious effects on the sample being examined. Another source of error is the large 

variation in topography of the membrane, since X-rays which are generated within valleys may 

be reabsorbed by the material before they can reach the detector. Separate maps of elements 

which should be everywhere within the sample can be used as a guide to which regions of the 

image may be shaded from line-of-sight with the X-ray detector.  

Text S1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy in Force Mode (AFM-FM) and DLVO modeling 

Force-distance profiles in Fig. 1E-F were modeled using the DLVO theory, in particular 

using the equation for electrostatic double-layer interaction forces between a sphere near a flat 

surface [2]: 

 
𝐹

𝑅
= 𝜅 ∙ 𝑍 ∙ 𝑒−𝑍∙𝐷 −

𝐴

6 ∙ 𝐷2
 (1) 

where F is the force between the two surfaces [N], R the particle radius [m], 𝜅−1the Debye 

length [m] defined by equation (2) for the case of a monovalent electrolyte solution like KCl 

whose concentration is [M], Z the interaction constant [J/m] defined below in Eq. (3) at 25°C and 

with surface potential, φ0 in [mV], D the distance between the two surfaces [m], A the Hamaker 

constant [J].  At 25°C for a 1:1 electrolyte like KCl, the Debye length (in nm) is given by [2]: 
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 𝜅−1 =
3.05 ∙ 10−10

√[𝐾𝐶𝑙]
 (2) 

 𝑍 = 9.22 ∙ 10−11𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ2 (
𝜑0

103
) (3) 

Here, the two fitting parameters are: Z (φ0) and A.  From the estimate of φ0, one can calculate the 

surface charge density () [C/m2] using the Grahame equation [3] for the case of a monovalent 

electrolyte solution at 25°C as: 

 𝜎 = 0.117𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ (
𝜑0

51.4
)√[𝐾𝐶𝑙] (4) 

Knowing  and the total surface area (e.g. 3.1410-12 m2 for a 1 µm silica particle), the 

number of elementary charges on a silica sphere can be calculated.  For example, for the case of 

SiO2 particle – SiO2 wafer interaction, Fig. 1E, the fitting parameter φ0 = - 39.97 mV at [KCl] = 

1 mM.  From equation (4),  = -0.00318 C/m2 and, assuming the elementary charge, e = 

1.60210-19 C, the number of elementary charges on the SiO2 surface is finally calculated as z = 

0.003183.1410-12/ (1.60210-19) = 62,270. 

Text S2. Computational Methods 

Modeling transport processes involved in membrane filtration is a complex problem 

occurring over many length and time scales. Here we aim to simulate particle transport and hold-

up in a microporous poly(ether sulfone) (PES) membrane from the pore-level (5 µm mean pore 

size) to the full membrane thickness (130 µm). Throughout, the length scales of ionic solutions 

are well within the continuum domain and are modeled as continuous fluids. Water with an 

equimolar concentration of cations and anions is used to simulate a DI water-KCl salt solution. 

When silicon oxide (SiO2) particles on the order of 1 µm approach 20% of the mean pore 

diameter, this challenges the continuous fluid approximation.  However, in the simulations, only 

the center-of-mass of the particles were tracked and the effects of particle size and concentration 

on the fluid flow was handled by including a volume force term in the Navier-Stokes equations. 

Particle motion through the media was calculated by solving Newton's Laws of Motion for each 

particle. M Stokes’ drag arising from the fluid-particle interaction is the primary particle driving 

force. Lift forces, including wall-induced lift, act to perturb particles from fluid streamlines. 

Close to the pore walls, forces arising from the interaction of the surface electrostatic potential 

and particle charge are simulated by calculating the ion distribution in the liquid and the electric 
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field within the liquid assuming dilute electrolyte solutions.  Van der Waals (vdW) forces are 

simulated to account for inter-particle and particle-wall attractive forces.   

The methodology for simulating this type of filtration process is by coupling together several 

numerical solutions in a piecemeal fashion. A static solution to incompressible Stokes’ flow 

through a conformally mapped membrane geometry is the core of the simulation and given by:  

 0 =  −∇𝑃 + 𝜇∇2v⃗  (5) 

 0 = ∇ ∙ v⃗  (6) 

Where P is the dynamic pressure, µ is the viscosity, and v⃗  is the velocity.  The flow domain 

geometry is directly modeled from 2D scanning electron microscope (SEM/SBF) images (Fig. 

S7). The solution for the velocity distribution and applied pressure for the laminar flow sub-

model is shown in Fig. S4.   

Coupled to this solution are several sub-models.  Dilute, convective-diffusion equations are 

solved to simulate a weak 1:1 electrolyte solution. The ionic species from this simulation are 

coupled to Poisson's equation to simulate the electric field within the fluid and determine the 

penetration depth of the PES surface charge into the liquid domain. The resulting sub-model 

allowed for the Debye length from the pore walls to be a function of ionic concentration as in 

equation (2).  Well known analytical expressions were used to calibrate the simulations with 

respect to Debye length, drag force, and van der Waals forces by extracting E-field and force 

curves.  For example, the parametric simulation shown in Fig. S2 was verified against the 

benchmark value of 0.31 nm at a molarity of 1 M [2]. Solution voltage results on applying the 

simulation strategy are shown in Fig. S3.  The resulting model used a combination of boundary 

elements on the membrane surfaces and triangular elements within the fluid to perform the flow, 

concentration, and electric field simulations.  A typical mesh for the system shown in Fig. S4 

used 790,666 elements with an average element quality of 0.84.   

The particle motion was solved using an equation of the form: 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝑚𝑝𝑣) = ∑𝐹 = 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 + 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 + 𝐹𝑣𝑑𝑊 (7) 

The drag force is defined based on the slip velocity between the particle and fluid:  
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 𝐹𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑔 =
18𝜇𝑚𝑝

𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2

(𝑣𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 − 𝑣𝑝)𝐾 (8) 

where K is a function of the particle size, distance and direction to the nearest wall, mp is the 

mass of the particle, ρp is the density of the particle, dp is the particle diameter, vp is the particle 

velocity, µ is the viscosity of the fluid.   

The field force between particle i and the wall and between particle i and all other particles in 

the system is given by: 

 𝐹𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑,𝑖 = [𝑧𝑖𝑒𝐸]𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒−𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 + [
𝑒2

4𝜋휀휀0
∑

𝑧𝑖𝑧𝑗

(𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟𝑗)
2

𝑁

𝑗=1

]

𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒

 (9) 

where E is the electric field, e is the charge on an electron, zi is the valence of the particle, 

and ε is the relative permittivity of the fluid. 

The intermolecular van der Waal force was calculated between the membrane wall and the 

particle.  Here, we assume the membrane wall is flat and much larger than the particle.  Wall 

components whose curvature is on the order of the particle size, is something we will address in 

the future by using accurate AFM force data and partitioning the geometry into different regions 

based on curvature and using different vdW force expressions for each. :  

 𝐹𝑣𝑑𝑊 =
𝐴𝑑𝑝

24√2
(

1

𝛿2
) (10) 

where A is the Hamaker constant and δ is the distance from the particle to the wall.   
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Table S1. Geometrical parameters. 

Comparison between commercial PES membrane and 

computer-generated teardrop membrane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table S2. Supplementary videos. 

Correlation between Supplementary Videos and Figures 

 

  

 Supor5000 Teardrop 

Flow area (µm2) 10,113 8,569 

Solid area (µm2) 2,887 4,431 

Solid perimeter (µm) 3,950 3,622 

Solid area/perimeter 

(µm) 

0.73 1.22 

Flow area/perimeter 

(µm) 

0.39 0.42 

Supp-video Figure Membrane Particles A (J) Time (ms) 

Video S1 Fig. 3A Supor5000 300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-21 4.0 

Video S2 Figs. 3B, 4A, 

5 

Teardrop 

(±170º) 

300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-21 4.0 

Video S3 Fig. 4B Teardrop (±10º) 300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-21 4.0 

Video S4 Fig. 4C Teardrop (±45º) 300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-21 4.0 

Video S5 Fig. 5 Teardrop 

(±170º) 

300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-17 4.0 

Video S6 Fig. 5 Teardrop 

(±170º) 

300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-18 4.0 

Video S7 Fig. 5 Teardrop 

(±170º) 

300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-19 4.0 

Video S8 Fig. 5 Teardrop 

(±170º) 

300 (1 μm) + 150 (2 

μm) 
610-20 2.0 
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Fig. S1. ATR-FTIR spectra of hot-pressed membranes at different temperatures. 

ATR-FTIR spectra of PES membranes pressed at different temperatures.  Control = Membrane 

as received (not pressed) at RT.  Data were normalized using the peak at 1,484 cm-1 (aromatic 

C=C) as a reference. 
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Fig. S2. Diffuse double layer. 

Debye length as a function of dilute ionic species concentration. Insert: Color-coded potential 

drop in solution from a wall potential, 0 = 37.7 mV. 
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Fig. S3. E-field distribution with dilute species concentration. 

The top figures show the surface normal E-field change with dilute species concentration. 

Penetration depth of the E-field is on the order of tens of nanometers (40 and 20 nm for 1 mM 

and 100 mM solutions, respectively).  The bottom figures show the log of the surface normal E-

field.  Increasing the concentration of the 1:1 ionic species screens the -80 mV surface charge, 

reduces the penetration depth, and increases the E-field magnitude at the surface, which is on the 

order of 107 V/m. The region shown is a 25 × 25 μm2 section around the primary exit pore. 
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Fig. S4. Laminar flow solution. 

The observed 5 µm mean pore diameter PES membrane segment has a thickness of 130 µm from 

inlet (y-axis, top) to outlet (y-axis, bottom) and width segment of 100 µm (x-axis).  (A) 2D 

laminar flow field, and (B) pressure field, where pressure drops from a maximum of 50 Pa at the 

top face to nearly zero at the bottom face. 
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Fig. S5. Zeta potential measurements of PES membranes. 

Zeta potential estimates using both steaming potential (solid diamonds) and streaming current 

(open circles).  The data (n = 30) show that using a hot-pressed membrane, the two methods gave 

a similar result, independent of the channel height. 
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Fig. S6. SEM images of PES microporous membranes.  

Top, middle and bottom rows are face-on (top), cross-section (edge) and face-on (bottom) views, 

respectively. 
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Fig. S7. Flow domain mapping. 

(A) SEM image of the 5 µm microporous PES membrane, side view. (B) Serial block face (SBF) 

image with 100 x 130 µm mapped flow domain. (C) Computational liquid domain. 
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Fig. S8. Binary system of particles in computer generated membranes. 

Same membranes as in Fig. 4.  Histograms represent the integrated stuck particle fractions (of 

the total at that cross-section) as a function of depth along the membrane from inlet to exit. 2 µm 

bins were used. 
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Video S1. Binary system of particle tracking for the commercial membrane. 

Commercial membrane as in Fig. 3A. 300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) 

particles were introduced together and simultaneously in the area directly above the top 

membrane surface.  The membrane wall potential 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary 

particle charges was z = 100 and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals (Hamaker 

constant = 610-21 J).  The driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  The simulation 

time was 4 ms. 

Video S2. Binary system of particles in a 170° teardrops membrane. 

Computer-generated teardrop membrane with orientation rotated from the axial direction of the 

flow of ±170º. 300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were introduced 

together and simultaneously in the area directly above the top membrane surface.  The 

membrane wall potential 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 100 

and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals (Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  The 

driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  The simulation time was 4 ms.  Fig. 3B is 

the snapshot at t = 4 ms, while Fig. 4A is the snapshot at t = 1.02 ms. 

Video S3. Binary system of particles in a 10° teardrops membrane. 

Computer-generated teardrop membrane with orientation rotated from the axial direction of the 

flow of ±10º. 300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were introduced 

together and simultaneously in the area directly above the top membrane surface.  The 

membrane wall potential 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 100 

and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals (Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  The 

driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  The simulation time was 4 ms.  Fig. 4B is 

the snapshot at t = 0.86 ms. 

Video S4. Binary system of particles in a 45° teardrops membrane. 

Computer-generated teardrop membrane with orientation rotated from the axial direction of the 

flow of ±45º. 300 1 μm diameter (red) and 150 2 μm diameter (green) particles were introduced 

together and simultaneously in the area directly above the top membrane surface.  The 

membrane wall potential 0 = -65 mV, the number of elementary particle charges was z = 100 

and particle-wall interactions included van der Waals (Hamaker constant = 610-21 J).  The 

driving pressure at the top face was 14 kPa (~2 psi).  The simulation time was 4 ms.  Fig. 4C is 

the snapshot at t = 0.94 ms. 

Video S5. Binary system of particles in a 170° teardrops membrane, varying A. 

Same conditions as Video S2, and Hamaker constant = 610-17 J. 

Video S6. Binary system of particles in a 170° teardrops membrane, varying A. 

Same conditions as Video S2, and Hamaker constant = 610-18 J. 

Video S7. Binary system of particles in a 170° teardrops membrane, varying A. 

Same conditions as Video S2, and Hamaker constant = 610-19 J. 

Video S8. Binary system of particles in a 170° teardrops membrane, varying A. 

Same conditions as Video S2, and Hamaker constant = 610-20 J. 
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